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99 - FYI – REPLACING THE HEADLIGHT BULBS ON THE 
ALLEGRO BUS. Two things prompted me to write this file, one was a 
TRVN member’s need of instructions on how to replace a blown bulb on his 
coach the second reason was my desire to improve the quality of the 
headlight illumination on our coach.  

Above is a photo of the DS (driver side) of our Allegro Bus headlight 
fixture. As seen above I noted the low beam and high beam wiring 
harnesses. I began this bulb replacement by removing the two wire low 
beam wiring harness by just pulling straight out so it could slip off the two 
pins.
The next step is to remove the rubber boot by pulling on the top and bottom 
rubber tips you may need to work the boot around a little if it is stuck. After 



the boot has been removed you will see the spring clip holding the bulb 
socket in place.

The spring clip is unlatched by depressing the clip where I noted “Spring 
Clip Latch” in the above photo then moving the clip to the side enough for 
the clip to bypass the fixture, then you can swing the clip to the opposite side 
releasing the socket, as shown in the photo below. Make sure to hold your 
finger on the back of the bulb socket to prevent the bulb socket from falling 
once the clip has been unlatched.
                                                                                             



After removing the bulb socket the old bulb can be pulled out of the socket 
then a new bulb may be pushed back into the socket.
Our Allegro Bus uses the H1 bulb for both High and Low beam headlights. I 
purchased a four pack to replace the four bulbs on our coach the new bulbs 
are designed to provide an EXTREME BLUE COLOR, rated at 8,000K 
(Kelvin) the bulbs are sold as a Xenon HID look Halogen Bulb.
Will they perform as I desire, only time will tell me that.

The bulbs were purchased on E-bay from this seller. 

http://www.ebay.com/itm/2-Sets-H1-8000K-Blue-Bi-Xenon-High-Low-
Beam-Headlight-HID-Halogen-Light-Bulbs-
/161042315129?pt=Motors_Car_Truck_Parts_Accessories&hash=item257e
deb779&vxp=mtr#ht_2165wt_1362

Good Luck.


